
Maharshi Adhyatma Vishwavidyalay 

(also known as the Maharshi University of Spirituality), Goa, India 

in association with Spiritual Science Research Foundation

has conducted

Spiritual Research in 54 Disciplines 

Imagine buying an expensive product or service, but little did you know that it emits negative vibrations. Would 

you still buy it if you knew that it would erode the positivity in your aura and replace it with negativity ? And that 

this negativity would eventually affect you adversely at the physical, mental, intellectual and spiritual levels. 

Chances are you would not buy it.

On the other hand, did you know that it is also possible to enhance the positivity in your aura by double just by 

doing a simple spiritual activity for 15 minutes ? Also, by incorporating some simple criteria in your decision-mak-

ing you would be able to choose products and services that will lead to well-being holistically.

Our research aims to increase awareness in society on how to increase spiritual positivity while concurrently 

reducing spiritual impurity in all disciplines. Our research findings have practical value that will enhance the quality 

of your everyday life and that of your loved ones. By incorporating the spiritual methods we have discovered 

through spiritual research in all disciplines, it will enhance the physical, psychological and spiritual well-being of 

your life and society.  

Astrology and reading of Nadi Patti

Colour

Culture - Pilgrimages and Festivals

Culture - Social Acts and Observances

Dressing up - Attire & Clothing

Dressing up - Hairstyles

Dressing up - Jewellery

Dressing up - Makeup

Environment

Environment - Climate Change

Environment - Eclipse (Solar and Lunar Eclipse)

Environment - Rivers

Finding Happiness

Fine arts - Art & Painting

Fine arts - Sculpture

Fine arts - Semiotics & Symbols

Fine arts - Subtle Art

Flora and Fauna - Animals

Flora and Fauna - Birds

Flora and Fauna - Insects

Flora and Fauna - Plants

Literature - Books & Authors

Literature - Languages and their Scripts

Living space - Decor

Media

Metals
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Nutrition - Diet & Food

Nutrition - Drinks or Beverages

Paranormal and the Supernatural - Negative energies

Paranormal and the Supernatural - Objects changing 

and manifesting spontaneously

People - Divine Children

People - Gender Studies

People - Leadership

People - Saints

Places - Historical & Heritage sites

Places - Spiritual and Religious sites

Rites and Rituals - Funeral rites

Rites and Rituals - General

Rites and Rituals - Pitrupaksha (Fortnight for departed 

ancestors) and Shraddha

Rites and Rituals - Yadnyas and their effect

Sattvik objects from places of pilgrimage - temples - 

samadhis

Spiritual Healing - By Saints

Spiritual Healing - Chants & Divine Sounds

Spiritual Healing - Objects from Saints

Spiritual Healing - Pranshakti Healing Therapy

Spiritual Healing - Removal of the effect of the Evil Eye

Spiritual Healing - Using objects

Spiritual Practice

Spiritual Research associated with Paratpar Guru (Dr) 

Athavale’s Physical Body

The Performing Arts - Dance

The Performing Arts - Musical Instruments

The Performing Arts - Music Vocals & Singing

Wellness - Mental Health

Wellness - Physical health
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Maharshi Adhyatma Vishwavidyalay (also known as Maharshi 

University of Spirituality), Goa, is a one of a kind University. After 

being established in 2014 by Paratpar Guru (Dr) Jayant Athavale, 

Maharshi Adhyatma Vishwavidyalay has gone from strength to 

strength with many achievements to its credit in the fields of 

multi-disciplined spiritual research (such as in the Arts, the 

Performing Arts which includes Music and Dance, Ayurveda, 

Astrology, Audio and Video, Construction, etc.), and most impor-

tantly how to grow spiritually at a faster rate. (A Paratpar Guru is a 

person who is at the highest spiritual level.) 

The University has one of the finest spiritual research teams in the world, which is guided by Paratpar Guru (Dr) 

Jayant Athavale Himself. Due to this, many pioneering and pathbreaking projects have been conducted, which 

provide humanity with a never before seen insight into how the spiritual dimension affects our lives.

If you would like to know more about our research or would like to join us in scientific spiritual research, please 

contact us at research@spiritual.university.

Paratpar Guru (Dr) Jayant Athavale


